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The solid state can be divided into a
few large groups amongst which can be
numbered the semiconductors (SC) and
the magnetic materials (MM). Although
these have many features in common
the two groups are very different. The
properties of SC are governed by the
properties of mobile, delocalized charge
carriers, while the properties of most
MM arise from spin exchange interac
tions between localized paramagnetic
ions.
Exchange interactions are usually ne
gligible in SC, the lattice being diama
gnetic; the paramagnetism of the elec
tron gas is weak and has no significant
influence on the properties of the mate
rial. Spin dependent phenomena such as
the spin splitting of bands or impurity
levels are important however, and have
been extensively investigated as well as
other effects induced by an external
magnetic field. In MM the exchange in
teraction between localized paramagne
tic ions is usually short-range although
in metallic alloys the presence of con
duction electrons can mediate a longrange interaction between magnetic
ions -— the Ruderman-Kittel-KasuyaYoshida mechanism. RKKY theory pre
dicts an interaction that oscillates bet
ween ferromagnetic and antiferroma
gnetic, and decreases with distance.
This interaction is strongly dependent
on the carrier and magnetic ion concen
trations and plays an important role in
dilute magnetic alloys. For SC, the con
centration of carriers that is typical, is
too low for any significant RKKY-type of
interaction to be observed.
Semimagnetic semiconductors (SMSC) are new materials combining both
semiconductor and magnetic proper
ties. Their semiconductor properties are
still governed by delocalized carriers but,
owing to the presence of paramagnetic
ions, the exchange interaction between
electrons and ions can significantly mo
dify the properties of the carriers. On the
other hand, the electronic properties
such as band structure or carrier con
centration can influence the interaction
between magnetic ions and, in turn,
their magnetic properties.
From the point of view of chemical
composition, SMSC are mixed crystals
or solid solutions of semiconductor
compounds, as e.g. CdTe, HgSe, PbS,...
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in appropriate magnetic compounds like
MnTe, MnSe, FeSe or MnS. Currently, the
most investigated SMSC contain Mn as
paramagnetic ion, but newly created
SMSC with Fe and Eu are also the sub
ject of intensive studies.
Properties of Carriers Affected by Ex
change Interactions with Ions

Replacing cations such as Cd or Hg
with a paramagnetic ion such as Mn in
the same crystallographic structure
does not markedly disturb the semicon
ductor properties of the material. The
energy gap changes (increases) but the
conduction and valence bands conserve
their symmetry and character as in non
magnetic semiconductor mixed cry
stals. The spin momentum of Mn is con
nected with the 3d5 shell; the energy
level is about 3 eV below the top of the
valence band and has thus negligible in
fluence on its shape or that of the bot
tom of the conduction band. Thus all
basic semiconductor properties connec
ted with the band symmetry and topo
logy are the same as for a typical semi
conductor and the only influence of
the magnetic sub-systems on electrons

Fig. 1 — Conduction and
valence bands quantization in
external magnetic field of
Cdo.95Mno.o5Te and CdTe. Spin
splitting — very weak in CdTe
is the main effect in CdMnTe.
Notice almost equal splitting
of heavy and light hole bands
in CdMnTe. The influence of ex
change interaction is visible
even at 100 K. The picture of
CdTe in this range of tempera
ture is practically the same.

comes from the spin exchange interac
tion between mobile carriers and localiz
ed magnetic ions. This interaction can
be represented by a Heisenberg term Hex
= J σ .S, where a and S are the spin ope
rators for an electron and an ion respec
tively and J is the exchange constant —
ferromagnetic for electrons and antifer
romagnetic for holes.
The Heisenberg term must be added
to the effective mass Hamiltonian to
solve the energy eigen problem for
SMSC. Realising this was the turning
point in understanding their properties
and provided a basis for this group of
alloys to be distinguished from other
semiconductor mixed crystals. Since
that time (about 10 years ago) SMSC
have become the subject of intensive
studies in Europe and the USA.
The exchange interaction depends on
the ion spin and the exchange constant.
The spin of Mn is the highest for transi
tion metals and equals 5 Bohr magne
tons, and whilst a typical value for the
exchange coupling between magnetic
ions J d-d is 10-3 eV, the exchange cons
tant for electrons and holes with magne
tic ions Jsp
-d is about 1 eV in SMSC.
sp-d

The exchange interaction is also
strongly temperature and magnetic field
dependent. As the macroscopic magne
tization of a sample is proportional to the
thermodynamic average value of the
magnetic ion spin, to a good approxima
tion we can replace the ion spin opera
tors in the Hamiltonian by their average
value, calculated or taken from measure
ments of the magnetization. From typi
cal magnetic functions we can thus ob
tain information on the electron beha
viour.
In semiconductors, an external ma
gnetic field acts on both the orbital mo
tion and the spin of electrons producing
Landau quantization and spin splitting,
to an extent dependent on the effective
mass of the carriers. The exchange in
teraction acts on their spin only and is, in
effect, mass independent. Because of
this and also the large value of J sp-d, the
band structure in turn changes drastical
ly under the influence of an external
magnetic field and depends strongly on
temperature. From Fig. 1 we can see
that the very typical structure of the
splitting of the valence bands disap
pears in SMSC when a magnetic field is
applied. The change is accompanied by
a drastic increase of hole mobility like
that observed in two-dimensional struc
tures. In SMSC such as Hgl -xMnxTe or
Hg1-xMnxSe (forx ≤ 0.07) the magnetic
field produces an overlap of the valence
and conduction bands, an effect never
observed in non-magnetic semiconduc
tors. (For details see Ref. 2, 2nd and 3rd
papers.)
Impurity levels are also influenced
by exchange reactions: the ionization
energy of an acceptor decreases and its
wave function becomes anisotropic
under the influence of a magnetic field.
Both effects produce a giant negative
magneto-resistance and a field-induced
insulator-metal transition. Indeed all the
properties susceptible of being changed
by a magnetic field are very different in
SMSC in comparison with ordinary SC
— the Faraday effect, Shubnikov-de
Haas oscillations, magneto-optical pro
perties, luminescence; these are all dif
ferent and are also strongly temperature
dependent.
In the absence of a magnetic field, the
average value of the ion spins is zero, the
magnetization is zero too, and SMSC
should behave as typical non-magnetic
semiconductors. Whereas this is true for
delocalized band electrons, when an
electron is localized around an impurity,
a bound magnetic polaron can be ob
served. This concept was first introdu
ced to explain the behaviour of magnetic
semiconductors (Eu chalcogenides) and

then later was applied also to SMSC. A
localized electron can produce a sponta
neous magnetization within the range of
its wave function via the exchange inter
action. Local ferromagnetic ordering in
that range produces a Stoke's shift in
spin-flip Raman scattering even in the
absence of an external magnetic field
and other related phenomena. Local
fluctuations of magnetization and a de
tailed knowledge of electronic states are
essential for a theoretical description of
this effect. The bound magnetic polaron
is a subtle example of the feedback bet
ween electronic and magnetic sub-sys
tems present in SMSC.
Ordering of Magnetic Ions

Magnetic properties of SMSC con Fig. 2 —Magnetic phase diagram of the ma
nected with the exchange interaction jority of SMSC with Mn. Broken line repre
between paramagnetic ions are similar sents wide gap SMSC as ZnMnSe, ZnMnTe,
CdMnTe and CdMnSe (Ref. 3); solid line was
to those of other dilute magnetic mate drawn
through the experimental points col
rials. The broad range of possible ma lected in Ref. 2, paper 4 for zero gap HgMnTe.
gnetic ion concentrations (up to x = Forx > 0.20 HgMnTe becomes the wide gap
0.80 in Zn1-xMnxTe and x = 0.70 for SMSC and experimental points are close
Cd1-xMnxTe) allows us to observe the to the other wide gap materials. Different
evolution of magnetic interactions in the slopes of the lines indicate the band struc
same crystallographic structure as a ture influence on the spin-glass transition
function of magnetic ion concentration. temperature.
A continuous transition from diama
gnetic behaviour (for x ≤ 0.005) of the dies: only a certain fraction of the total
host semiconductor, to paramagnetism, number of magnetic ions (e.g. about
spin-glass (forx ≥ 0.02) and finally an 50% for CdMnTe, x = 0.65) is well orde
tiferromagnetic order has been observ red, the rest remain in a disordered spined. Type III antiferromagnetic ordering is glass phase. Thus a mixed phase (anti
observed for x > 0.6 indicating that the ferromagnetic and spin-glass coexisting
magnetic elementary cell contains two together) rather than truly antiferroma
elementary cells of the cation sub gnetic phase is observed.
Despite the variety of semiconductor
lattice. From a crystallographic point of
view the magnetic sub-system is dis host compounds, many magnetic pro
ordered; the distribution of magnetic perties are common to the whole group
atoms on the cation sub-lattice (f.c.c. or of SMSC:
— magnetic phase diagrams are very
h.c.p.) is random.
A spin-glass like state is observed in similar;
— interaction between paramagnetic
SMSC in the broadest range of parama
ions
is antiferromagnetic for nearest and
gnetic ion concentrations (0.02 ≤ x ≤
next
neighbours;
0.060) and above the percolation thres
— both short-range and long-range
hold this is not canonical. Indeed the
temperature dependence of the magne magnetic interactions are present and
tic susceptibility below and above the are important;
— different magnetic phases coexist.
transition temperature and their dyna
mic properties at low and high magnetic
fields suggest rather the existence of Effects of Carriers on Magnetic Proper
two spin-glass phases arising from the ties
competition between spin-glass and
The influence of basic electronic pro
clustering behaviour. Below the percola perties such as band structure and car
tion threshold (x ≤ 0.17 for f.c.c. lattice) rier concentration on the magnetic pro
the mechanism responsible for a spin- perties of SMSC is also significant. The
glass phase is even less clear although, former is related to the position of the 3d
for such a dilute system it must be long- level of the paramagnetic ion with res
range to produce freezing of the spins.
pect to the valence or conduction bands
The antiferromagnetic order has been and on the hybridization of this level.
inferred from specific heat and magnetic Strong hybridization occurs whenever
susceptibility measurements, and addi the 3d level is close to a band extremum
tional information concerning this phase provided the symmetry of the band
has come from neutron diffraction stu- allows the interaction. Moreover, the ef91
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